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Introduction:  Scout missions to Mars were proposed in 

response to a NASA Announcement of Opportunity (AO); 
20 full mission proposals were received in August 2002.  All 
missions were required to launch in 2007 and meet a cost cap 
of $325M that encompasses all mission costs including the 
launch vehicle and a healthy reserve.  The cost cap proved to 
be a tight constraint forcing many proposers to descope their 
original concepts.  Step 1 proposals were judged in a rigor-
ous series of reviews primarily on the basis of their science 
goals and implementation; however, no missions that were 
deemed high risk by the technical review panel were se-
lected.  In December 2002, four missions were selected to 
proceed into Step 2, a 6-month Phase A study to advance the 
technical design, management plan, and cost to a level of 
detail that ensures that the mission can meet all its science 
goals within the cost cap.  Phoenix was one of the four mis-
sions selected.  A final decision in August 2003 will author-
ize a single mission to proceed. 

Strategy:  From the beginning our strategy has been to 
capture the low cost, low risk, and good science corner of the 
proposal range.  Clearly, low cost comes from building on 
assets created for previous missions.  The AO allowed the 
use of the 2001 lander that was canceled after the loss of two 
spacecraft in 1999.  The spacecraft was four months into 
final assembly and test (ATLO) and many instruments were 
already delivered; the spacecraft and instruments have been 
mothballed ever since waiting for an opportunity for reflight.  
In addition, the Mars Polar Lander with its MVACS instru-
ment package was lost after completion of integrated testing, 
a Ground Data System (GDS) development, and the mission 
sequences.  The knowledge to rebuild these instruments still 
exists.  The challenge that faced the Phoenix team was how 
to choose among the wealth of existing hardware and knowl-
edge to produce a scientific mission capable of meeting 
NASA goals for exploring Mars and exciting both the public 
and ourselves.  We have succeeded in this goal by virtue of 
an exciting discovery announced a few months prior to the 
proposal due date. 

Phoenix science goals.  The Odyssey Gamma Ray Spec-
trometer (GRS) team announced in Spring 2002 the discov-
ery of large amounts of water ice poleward of 60 degrees 
latitude within a few 10s of centimeters of the surface [1,2].  
Mellon and Jakosky [3] and other scientists had predicted for 
some time that ice would be stable near the surface in bal-
ance with water vapor diffusion through an overburden of 
regolith.  The actual measurement of ice with 3 independent 
instruments allowed the GRS team to estimate the depth and 
abundance of ice with a simple two-layer model.  The 
amount of ice is on the border of being too large for vapor 
diffusion appearing more like a dirty-ice layer than icy dirt.   

Of all the accessible sources of water on Mars this near 
surface icy layer seems to us to represent the greatest poten-
tial for hosting habitable zone.  Recent work has verified our 
hopes [4] that periodically, through variations in obliquity 
and precession of the polar axis, the temperature of the ice-
soil boundary exceeds –20 C and melting can occur.  
Granted the melting may only produce a monolayer of water 
on crystalline surfaces, but this is enough to allow mobility 
and maintenance in biologic communities on Earth.  Higher 
temperatures will allow reproduction and growth. 

Phoenix will land in the northern near-polar region and 
dig through the regolith searching for the ice-soil boundary.  
Instruments on the deck will receive samples and analyze the 
chemistry, the volatile inventory, the grain morphology, and 
the biologic potential of this zone.  Although there are no 
“life-detection” instruments on board, we suspect that a long 
term active biological community will leave observable sig-
natures in the soil horizons and chemical tracers in the ice.   

Even if the ice layer cannot by reached at our landing 
site, Phoenix will become the first scientific station in the 
important polar regions to return useful data.  Not only will 
the soil be trenched and surface features examined for evi-
dence of a freeze-thaw cycle, but the weather throughout the 
polar summer and fall will be monitored.  Temperature, pres-
sure, and dust opacity will be measured on an hourly basis.  
In addition, the atmospheric composition will be quantified 
using a mass spectrometer; this instrument also monitors 
relative humidty.  A lidar will make measurements of the 
boundary layer for the first time to be compared with 
mesoscale models that are now becoming an important tool 
in predicting near-surface weather. 

Images from four cameras will allow visualization of the 
site in an unprecedented manner.  During descent a wide-
field camera will produce a set of nested images surrounding 
the landing site.  After landing, these will be compared to 
panoramic images so that the exact distances from the lander 
to features of interest can be computed.  The panoramic cam-
era is also stereoscopic and multi-spectral throughout the 
sensitive range of the CCD detector; its resolution is equiva-
lent to the PanCam on MER, about 0.25 mrad/pixel.  A cam-
era on the robotic arm that digs the trench starts to reduce the 
scale at which we examine the scene; closeup images of the 
trench walls will provide insight into the layered structure 
and grain size of the soil.  Samples will be provided to an 
optical microscope housed on the deck that allow images of 
the tiny grains to 4 microns per pixel.  Finally, an Atomic 
Force Microscope has been developed to enlarge our view of 
selected objects on the microscope stage to resolve structures 
at the 10 nm scale. 

To summarize, our goals are to understand the near sur-
face chemistry and geology of a polar landing site.  We will 
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examine the ice-soil boundary for periodic melting and bio-
logic potential, our goal is to detect an accumulation of or-
ganic molecules associated with this boundary.  The hazards 
to life that exist in the ice layer, particularly salts and oxi-
dants, will be quantified.  Finally, we will characterize the 
polar weather throughout northern summer with particular 
attention to the distribution of water in all its phases. 

Implementation.  Phoenix will modify the 2001 lander 
according to the recommendation of the Young commission 
[5] and the Casani JPL review board [6]; this lander has 
probably endured more reviews than any other.  The lander 
has been stored for 2 years at the Lockheed Martin Astro-
nautics facility in Denver; they will be responsible for refur-
bishment and improvements along the guidelines from the 
review boards.  Guided entry, a hazard avoidance system, 
and full communications during entry and descent will re-
duce the risks to an acceptable level.  Communications will 
include UHF relay to orbiting assets (MGS, Odyssey, and 
MRO) and a high gain antenna for a direct-to-Earth link. 

Many of our instruments are already delivered.  The de-
scent imager (MARDI), the robotic arm with its camera, and 
the MECA instrument with its wet chemistry cells and mi-
croscopes are in bonded stores at JPL.  Other instruments are 
build to print from the Mars Polar Lander (MPL): the pano-
ramic camera (SSI), and TEGA.  New instruments include 
the MET with a lidar provided by Canadian partners, and a 
mass spectrometer. 

The Phoenix project is led by Peter Smith as PI with a 
25-member science team.  Leslie Tamppari has been chosen 
as the Project Scientist at JPL.  Several of the science team 
members are also responsible for instrument performance:  
William Boynton for TEGA at the University of Arizona 
(UA), Michael Hecht for MECA at JPL, Michael Malin for 
MARDI at MSSS, Horst Keller for RAC from the Max 
Planck Institute for Aeronomy in Germany, Alan Carswell 
for the MET package in Canada, Mark Lemmon for the cam-
era systems at the UA, and Ray Arvidson for the robotic arm 
at JPL. 

An important aspect of any mission is the Education and 
Public Outreach portion.  Two percent of our budget is de-
voted to this part and all activities will be led by a manager at 
the UA who reports directly to the PI.  Each member of the 
science team will contribute to the EPO activities.  Other 
important elements contribute to the training of teachers, 
curriculum support, provide exhibits to museums and science 
centers, and create exciting visual product that illustrate the 
mission. 

Mission scenario:  After a launch in August 2007, 
Phoenix will land in late May 2008 at Ls=78 (late spring) at 
70 N.  The landing site will be chosen through a community-
wide selection process balancing scientific interest with en-
gineering constraints.  The engineering data acquired during 
descent and the descent images plus the first panoramic im-
ages will be returned immediately.  The first week will be 

reserved for examination of the landing site with the remote 
sensing cameras and calibration of the instruments. A suc-
cessful landing will give the Mars program a much needed 
landing vehicle for future missions.   

The digging phase (first 90 sols).  After surface samples 
are collected and verified, trench digging begins.  The sam-
pling stategy requires surface samples, samples from within 
the dry regolith and samples from the ice-soil boundary.  If 
the robotic arm is capable of digging into the icy soil, an-
other sample will be collected from within the ice.  To be 
sure of getting an ice sample, ripper tines and scrappers are 
added to the back of the scoop.  The digging and sampling 
activities have been grouped into 9-sol cycles that include 4 
days of digging and monitoring the trench and 5 days of 
examining samples with TEGA and MECA.  Seven of these 
cycles are baselined with adequate reserve added in case 
digging is more difficult than planned. 

Polar climate phase.  As fall approaches, Phoenix will 
continue to operate until the Sun is too low on the horizon to 
charge the batteries.  This is period when power must be 
conserved.  Limited imaging will look for the first carbon 
dioxide frost deposits as the seasonal cap approaches.  The 
MET instruments will record the decrease in temperature and 
pressure.  And humidity measurements will record the varia-
tions of water vapor abundance.  We do not expect that the 
lander will survive the winter and have no plans for its re-
covery in the spring. 
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